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The second part in this series (March 2013)
looked at how the framing industry is
marking up materials. That analysis

showed that framers actually do a very good job
of starting with the right pricing in their POS
software. The starting point—the price that
comes up when you enter any order—is the
mark-up you place on the materials you buy. If
framers used those prices, there would be many
more profitable frame shops today. 

This installment of the series explores what
happens to pricing once you start to manipulate
the original prices. Markup is the second-most
important factor in making money—next to mar-
gin. Margin is the key to making money and is
what you have left after you apply any discounts
to the mark-up. Margin is what is left to cover all
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your expenses and still make a profit. It doesn’t
matter where you start your pricing; what matters
most is what you sell it for. 

Let’s see what’s happening in the industry in
the time between entering an order and complet-
ing the sale.

How the Industry 

Really Prices Moulding

In the March issue, it was shown that 53 percent
of all sales that framers make come from mould-
ing. The average pre-discount retail for all frames
is $113.84. But the actual average price framers
collect per moulding is only $88.94! This means
framers discount each frame they sell by 22 per-
cent. That $25 per frame ads up to more than
$25,000 in missed revenue for a shop doing

How Framers Really Price Materials 

This series looks at the impact of proper pricing on the prof-
itability of custom framers. For years, my gallery broke down
the more than 5,000 projects we sold by looking up the cost
for every piece of material and capturing the time it took to
perform the various framing processes. Pretty tedious, but the
result was very comprehensive data showing how we made (or
lost) money. 

About a year ago, LifeSaver Software offered access to its
database, which contains millions of projects sold by framers
using its point of sale software. LifeSaver is the only Internet
or “cloud-based” system in the industry and the only source of
this data. LifeSaver thought if I used this data, I could be
much more thorough in helping framers. This data is com-
pletely generic—it’s all just compiled numbers without any
specific ties to individual framers, so no one’s confidential
records can be accessed. 

Since then, I have spent dozens of hours entering this

generic data into spreadsheets to convert it into results showing
invaluable information about moulding, mats, and glazing.
These spreadsheets represent the largest sample size ever ana-
lyzed in the industry, and they are completely reliable because
they represent actual sales. 

They show things like what sizes sell the most, where
material waste has the largest impact on profits, what price
ranges sell the best, how framers mark up products, and how
they mark them down. This kind of data can help all framers
by showing exactly where the potential exists for making more
money and where it does not. 

This series is designed to share many of the new findings
from this study. Remember that correct pricing is a strategy
that allows you to meet your expenses and have money left over
to grow your business. There are no one-size-fits-all answers. I
hope this series gives you some valuable insights into creating a
positive return on your hard work. —Ken Baur
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Many argue that this study doesn’t
include profits made from selling mat
scraps. That’s true, and there is little
data to rely on for that. However, so
many framers stock mats from numer-
ous manufacturers. They totally under-
estimate the cost of doing so and
reduce the ability to recapture missed
profits through scrap use. 

How the Industry 

Really Prices Glazing 

A total of 16 percent of the average
framer’s revenue comes from glazing.
The average retail price for a piece of
glazing is $35.55, with an average cost
of $8.42. That means the markup on
glazing overall is 72 percent. However,
framers typically reduce glazing prices
by 14 percent, reducing the gross mar-
gin on this material to 68 percent.
Glazing also has far less waste than
matboard because there are far fewer
SKUs to inventory. The result is that
almost $3,500 is lost from profits due
to glazing discounts for a shop doing
$200,000 in custom sales.

Summary and Next Step

If the industry sold custom framing
without discounting, the typical frame
shop would see sales climb by more
than $43,000 a year! That would cure
a lot of problems for most framers.
Framers reduce the average price of
frames they sell by 18 percent, taking
the price from a suggested retail of
$242.07 per project down to $198.54.
That’s a big reduction to take on every
sale, and it’s killing many framers’ abili-
ty to make money. 

The typical shop needs a gross

$200,000 per year. 
Chop moulding has an average

cost of $41.38 per frame and an aver-
age retail price of $127.18, making the
potential profit $85.80 per frame.
However, framers discount chopped
frames an average of 21 percent, reduc-
ing the price to an average of $100.87.
That reduces the markup on chops
from 67 percent to 59 percent. 

Length moulding costs a framer an
average of $25.92 per frame and the
industry markup is a healthy 75 per-
cent. But the LifeSaver statistics show
that framers discount length moulding
by an average of 22 percent. This dis-
counting reduces the margin on length
moulding from 75 percent to 67 per-
cent.

The real opportunity for those sell-
ing length moulding is to understand
that they can increase their markups
more than they do now. Why? Because
the average chop moulding sells for
$100.87, and the average length
moulding sells for about $20 less, at
$79.53. Customers have no idea what
you pay for materials. Why can half the
industry sell the exact same moulding
for 20 percent more just because they
bought it chopped instead of in length? 

Remember, too, that the waste on
length moulding is about 22 percent.
Combined with the labor it takes to
create frames, framers seriously need to
evaluate the profit they make with
length. Length moulding can be prof-
itable, but not as it’s being sold by the
average framer. Markups need to be
higher, and discounts need to be
reduced. 

The chart above illustrates that
although length moulding costs far less,
the average frame has a 22 percent
waste factor that must be considered
when calculating actual profits. The
end result is that the average custom
framer today only makes 1 percent less

in gross margin using chop frames.
Because the average ticket is $20 higher
for chop framers, they actually have
higher revenue in moulding sales!
Remember, too, that this illustration
does not consider the additional labor
associated with using length moulding;
it only looks at the way the industry
sells products. 

Many could interpret this as saying
that it’s far more profitable to sell chop
than length. It actually is—if you mark
up and discount just like the industry
is doing. However, the potential for
better profits using length is real.
Markups either need to be raised or
discounting reduced. 

How the Industry 

Really Prices Matboards

As reported, 18 percent of a typical
framer’s revenue comes from selling
matting. The average mat is priced in
the system at $25.11, and it costs a
framer $12.36. Previously, this column
talked about how mats were low in
profitability because so many of proj-
ects were small, making waste high. 

To compound the bad news, the
study showed that framers are marking
down mats by 17 percent! That means
you make less than a 50 percent return
on the matboards you sell. While labor
has been drastically reduced with the
use of CMCs, many of those machines
are leased or financed, which adds to
matting costs. The bottom line is that
matboard markups are too low and dis-
counts are way too high. The discounts
alone costs more than $5,000 a year in
profits for a frame shop doing
$200,000 in sales. 

Comparison of Chop vs. Length Moulding Industry Sales

Avg. Feet Frame Cost Retail Price After Discount Cost Adj. Margin
used for Waste

Chop 7.90 $41.38 $127.18 $100.87 $41.38 59 percent

Length 8.20 $25.92 $102.01 $79.83 $31.63 60 percent
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margin of 68 to 72 percent to make
money. The amount of discounts
means that the average frame shop is
now receiving only a 63 percent mar-
gin, costing tens of thousands of dol-
lars. The average shop has the correct
markups in their POS software; howev-
er, these markups are entered into the
pricing tables incorrectly most the time,
causing prices to look too high on most
quotes. Because of this, many framers
don't believe in the pricing of their sys-
tem and feel that reducing the price is a
good solution. Hopefully, the informa-
tion in this report will change that
thinking. Framers need to charge the
pricing required so they can stay in
business. If you don't do that, you can’t
continue to do what you love. If you
can eliminate the urge to reduce the
prices that are in the POS systems, you
can change the health and future of
your shop—and the industry. 

What Should You Do? 

If you feel your shop may be typical of
what is happening, you need to make
some changes. How do you get the
margins you need when your customers
have been used to the discounts you’ve
been giving? How do you charge more
in a time when price seems so impor-
tant? Can you discount and still be
profitable? The answer to all those
questions is yes, but it will take a very
specific plan. If you would like some
additional insight into the ways you can
change your pricing strategy, go to the
new PFM website for several ideas.   ■

Ken Baur is president of KB
Consulting, which helps framing
businesses adapt to the challenges
of a changing market. Ken also 
owns Framing Concepts, a full-
service, national award-winning 
framing company with three loca-
tions in northwestern Indiana. 
He can be contacted at 
ken@framingbusinessconsulting.com


